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ABSTRACT
The advent of virtualization, containerization and the
Internet of Things (IoT) is leading to an explosive growth
in the number of endpoints. Ideally with Software De-
fined Networking (SDN), one would like to customize
packet handling for each of these endpoints or applica-
tions. However this typically leads to a large growth
in forwarding state. This growth is avoided in cur-
rent networks by using aggregation which trades off
fine-grained control of micro-flows for reduced forward-
ing state. It is worthwhile to ask whether the benefits
of micro-flow control can be retained without a large
growth in forwarding state and without using aggrega-
tion. In this paper we describe an incrementally deploy-
able SDN-friendly packet forwarding mechanism called
Path Switching that achieves this by compactly encod-
ing a packet’s path through the network in the packet’s
existing address fields. Path Switching provides the
same reduction in forwarding state as source routing
while retaining the benefits and use of fixed size packet
headers and existing protocols.

We have extended Open vSwitch (OVS) to trans-
parently support Path Switching as well as an inline
service component for folding middlebox services into
OVS. The extensions include advanced failover mech-
anisms like fast reroute. These extensions require no
protocol changes as Path Switching leaves header for-
mats unchanged.

CCS Concepts
•Networks→ Intermediate nodes; Programmable
networks; Middle boxes / network appliances; Net-
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen widespread interest in SDN as

a way to evolve today’s best effort oriented networks to
tomorrow’s full service, flexible, policy driven and scal-
able networks. However SDN packet forwarding relies
on installing per-flow state in each switch for fine-grain
control which does not scale for emerging networks with
the massive growth of endpoints [1] and the need for
personalized service chaining[2].

Our goal is to seek a solution to the forwarding state
explosion in the network caused by the increase in the
number of endpoints and services while preserving the
ability to set up per-flow routes on a micro-flow ba-
sis. Traditionally this state explosion has been solved
by flow aggregation, e.g., IP prefix aggregation, or by
tunneling, e.g., MPLS. Address prefix aggregation and
tunneling techniques help control the forwarding state
in best effort networks. They are, however, unsuitable
for managing either policy based routing state or per-
micro-flow forwarding state, which is the requirement
for supporting scalable, rich, personalized services. We
instead focus on reducing packet forwarding state by
embedding the path information in the packet itself, cre-
ating what we refer to as a Path Switched network. This
limits micro-flow state to only the first hop switches,
eliminating the need to maintain any micro-flow state
in the intermediate switches.

1.1 Source Routing and SDN
Source Routing, which specifies the path of a packet

in the packet header, has been a part of the IP protocol
from its outset. RSVP-TE uses source routing in RSVP
Explicit Objects [4] to create traffic engineered MPLS
paths. Until the advent of SDN, however, there has
not been a mechanism to embed a centralized, policy
driven path in each packet in a network. SDN allows us
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Figure 1: Reference Path Switching Network

to scalably incorporate fine grained policy based routing
and service chaining into generic networks without the
need for each network ingress switch to compute the
path of each packet or flow.

1.2 Advantages of Path Switching
Proposed source routing approaches such as Segment

Routing [22] require variable sized, specialized extra
tunnel headers unsupported by current SDN protocols,
rely on non-scalable global identifiers to steer packets
along a loose source routed path, and are designed to
steer aggregated traffic rather than micro-flows along a
service chain. Path Switching embeds the path in the
existing packet source and destination headers, elimi-
nating the need for any additional headers or any other
packet modification. Path Switching thereby delivers
the scaling benefits of source routing without its over-
heads. Unlike traditional IP source routing which en-
codes paths as a sequence of next hop addresses, Path
Switching uses an interface label based addressing scheme
which encodes paths as a sequence of Interface Labels,
with each interface label being a bit string identifying
an outgoing interface at each switch along the path. In-
terfaces can be either physical or logical and are always
point-to-point, thereby uniquely identify the next hop.
For example, if a first hop SDN switch is connected to
end systems via an aggregation device like a hub, then
the first hop switch is assumed to have logical interfaces
to each of the aggregated end systems. As compared to
address based labeling schemes, interface based label-
ing schemes allow fine-grained paths which can identify
a specific link out of a Link Aggregation Group (LAG)
bundle used to interconnect two switches. It can also
be used to identify a tunnel between two Path Switch
enables sites, thereby tying the two sites into a single
Path Switched network. While a network may have
many tens of thousands of switch interfaces, we observe
that for a given switch in a path, the only relevant set
of interfaces is its own. Thus, although the SDN con-
troller may compute a path as a sequence of <Switch

ID, local interface ID> tuples, the actual path encoded
in the packet only needs to be a sequence of interface
identifiers that are local to the switch. Since the inter-
face labels are purely local, this provides smaller labels,
label reuse across switches and variable length labels
within and across switches. More crucially, using local
labels allows us to efficiently pack the path consisting of
the sequence of interface labels into the existing fixed
size address fields in packet headers and allows us to
efficiently decode the labels using small lookup tables.
For example, the interfaces in a 128-port switch can be
encoded with 7 bit labels and looked up using a 7-bit
lookup table. Typical switches have far fewer interfaces,
typically up to 16 or 48.

Besides the ability to use existing packet formats,
Path Switching offers other significant advantages over
traditional source routing. Not only is there no data
overhead of a source routed header, but also with fixed
size headers there is no payload size change when a
packet is switched from one path to another, making
it possible to dynamically switch paths as network con-
ditions change without impacting active flows. Second,
Path Switching supports efficient virtualization as well.
With Path Switching, since the entire path from virtu-
alized endpoint to virtualized endpoint is encoded in the
existing packet header, there is no need for a separate
virtualization header. This is importance for service
chaining, since a middlebox does not need to add or re-
move a virtualization header or a meta-header [16] to
access the underlying packet, as is done in current ser-
vice chaining implementations. This complements ex-
isting SDN virtualization techniques for switch [15] and
network [7] virtualization. Third, Path Switching reuses
not only existing data plane protocols, but also existing
control plane protocols. Finally, the large-scale dynamic
forwarding state of existing intermediate switches is re-
duced to a static, small configuration state consisting of
a set of local interface labels. This eliminates the need
for expensive and power hungry CAM/TCAM based
forwarding lookups and speeds up network primitives
like live router and switch migration [20], since there
is no control state or forwarding state to be backed up
and replicated in intermediate switches. There is also no
need to invest in complex schemes to maintain network
consistency during periods of configuration changes [23]
or network updates. During network updates, the SDN
controller simply needs to reprogram the first hop edge
switches sourcing and sinking flows that traverse the
switches being updated with new paths that bypass the
switches being updated. As noted earlier, paths can
always be changed dynamically even for live flows as
the packet header size and consequently the payload
size is invariant in Path Switching. All these advan-
tages hold even if a network does not offer any spe-
cial value added services that require service chaining,
making Path Switching an attractive packet forwarding
mechanism for SDN networks.

Two key contributions of this paper are the systems



design and the implementation of a Path Switched net-
work. The systems design includes not just the encod-
ing format, but also an integrated solution for service
chaining and network virtualization that fully coexists
with conventional packet forwarding techniques. The
design is fully implemented inside the Open vSwitch
(OVS) software switch with kernel support for both
Path Switching and inline service chaining and advanced
reliability features like fast reroute.

2. PATH SWITCHING ARCHITECTURE
While Path Switching can be applied at either the

network layer (L3/IP) or the tunneling layer (L2.5/MPLS)
or the data link layer (L2/Ethernet), there is great bene-
fit at applying it at L2 in a way that complements exist-
ing L2 focused networking trends such as containeriza-
tion, software switches and IoT. L2 switches are faster
and less expensive than L3 switches. Ethernet is ubiqui-
tous not only in the Data Center, but in the ISP access,
aggregation and core networks as well as in Enterprise
networks. L2 Path Switching is L3 agnostic and the L2
Ethernet header has more address bits that the IPv4
header. L2 Path Switching allows for easy macro flow
aggregation by creating an L2 path between two L3 end-
points such as routers. For all these reasons we focus
on the design and implementation of L2 Ethernet Path
Switching.

2.1 Path Switching Operation
The operation of an Ethernet Path Switched net-

work is based on the reference model shown in Figure 1,
consisting of endpoints connected to first hop switches
which are in turn connected by intermediate switches.
We assume a network under single administrative con-
trol with a logically centralized SDN controller, capable
of installing configuration state and forwarding state
in each forwarding element (switch) in the network.
The endpoints send and receive conventional frames and
packets with conventional L2 and L3 addresses.

The SDN controller uses its global topology knowl-
edge to compute paths for each source-destination end-
point pair of interest and uses this list of paths to com-
pute an optimal encoding of interface labels for each
switch interface in the network, as described in Sec-
tion 2.2. The labels of each switch are downloaded
to it using the switch’s configuration interface (such as
OVSDB). Note that this label downloading is done only
for intermediate switches which are enhanced to decode
the interface labels encoded in the packet header.

Next, the SDN controller installs standard SDN match-
action rules in the first hop switches to replace the con-
ventional source and destination addresses in incoming
L2 frames with an encoded Path Header. This L2 ad-
dress translation (which we loosely refer to hereafter as
L2 NAT or simply NAT) is a feature of all OpenFlow
(OF) compliant SDN switches and therefore the first
hop edge switches in a Path Switched network do not

Figure 2: Simplified Path Switching Operation

need any special capabilities. The Path Header encodes
the unidirectional path between the sending and receiv-
ing endpoint. Encoding of paths in Path Headers is
described in Section 2.2. For now, it is enough to know
that the Path Header encodes a sequence of interface
labels with a Pointer field pointing to the current label.

We assume that all the intermediate switches are ca-
pable of decoding the Path Header carried in each L2
frame that they receive and forwarding it on the next
hop switch. This process continues along the path till
the frame is received by the last switch in the path.
Here in the egress switch the SDN controller installs
rules to replace the Path Header with the conventional
source and destination address of the frame and forward
it along the correct outgoing interface to the destination
endpoint. A simplified representation of Path Switching
operation is shown in Figure 2. The figure shows the
packet handling at each switch when endpoint A sends
a packet to endpoint B. The first hop switch E1 lookups
up its flow table and uses the matching L2 NAT rule to
map the source and destination address fields to a Path
Header which encodes interface labels b and c as well as
the current label to examine for the next hop (set ini-
tially to 0). Subsequent hops C1 and C2 use this path
information to forward the packets through interfaces
3 and 11 respectively to switch E2 while incrementing
the current label pointer. Finally, the last hop switch
E2 uses an L2 NAT rule to recover the original packet.

With the appropriate rules, Path Switching supports
flows of any granularity. It is possible that a rule may
be specified at the 5-tuple level, thereby mapping a path
for an application level micro-flow, or at the L3 or L2
level, creating a path between two L3 or L2 endpoints.
Macro-flows (flow aggregation or tunnels) are supported
by creating an L2 path between two L3 endpoints such
as routers, allowing the two routers to exchange IP ad-
dress prefix aggregated flows over a Path Switched L2
path between the two. Both micro-flow and macro-flow
forwarding can be done between any two L2 endpoints,
possibly in different L3 networks, providing high per-
formance cut-through endpoint-to-endpoint routing on
demand.

2.2 Path Header Format and Encoding
As described earlier, Path Switching encodes paths as

a sequence of Interface Labels, with each interface label



being a bit string identifying an outgoing interface at
each switch along the path. We refer to this sequence
of interface labels that denote a path as a Path Label,
and it is the main element of the Path Header.

Interface Label Encoding
A key design issue is to efficiently encode interface labels
such that the Path Label is short enough to fit inside
the fixed size address field. There is also the equally
important issue of decodability, since the label encod-
ing should be capable of being decoded at line speed in
both hardware and software implementations via simple
fixed table lookups at each switch. For efficient encod-
ing we assume that interface labels are variable length
bit strings across switches and interfaces. For efficient
decoding we assume that while the labels need not be
unique across switches, the labels need to be uniquely
decodable at each hop without the need to look at other
labels in the path, or any overhead like inter-label de-
limiters.

The problem of finding efficient encodings has been
mathematically modeled and studied [5] where the prob-
lem is formally defined as follows. The set of interface
labels at a switch is said to be a prefix-free labeling if no
label at a switch is the prefix of any other at that switch.
Given a set of paths P, the goal of the optimal path en-
coding problem is to find a prefix-free labeling of the
interfaces for each switch so that the resulting length of
the longest Path Label for the paths in P is minimized.
It is shown that the optimal path encoding problem is
not only NP-hard but is NP-hard to approximate within
8/7 of optimal. On the positive side, a polynomial time
approximation algorithm is given whose result is guar-
anteed to be within a factor 2 of optimal.

While the solution to the optimal encoding problem
minimizes the maximum length Path Label, running the
algorithm might be an overhead for smaller networks
which have more than enough bits to encode the longest
path. In that case a fixed encoding can suffice, in which
the k interfaces of a k-port switch are encoded using
dlg(k)e bit fixed size labels for each interface. The ad-
vantage of the fixed encoding is that paths do not need
to be computed apriori. The configuration information
downloaded to each intermediate switch consists of an
Interface Label Table which maintains the mapping be-
tween a bit string representing the interface label and
the corresponding interface. Note that this is configu-
ration state that is setup when a switch is initialized or
when an interface comes up or goes down, not per-flow
forwarding state that is modified as flows are added or
deleted in the network. Also note that this label encod-
ing technique is network agnostic — it works across all
varieties of topologies and network types such as access,
aggregation, core, cloud and distributed clouds. This is
in contrast to previous path encoding techniques like
PortLand [12] which are targeted towards specific Data
Center topologies.

Figure 3: Ethernet Address Format

Path Header — Additional Fields
A Path Label by itself does not provide sufficient in-
formation for packet forwarding at any hop except the
first one since each hop needs to extract its own inter-
face label from the sequence of interface labels in the
Path Label. Since the first hop is always able to decode
its own label, one option is to bit shift the Path La-
bel each time a switch decodes its own label. Another
option is to include a Pointer field which each switch
updates to point to the correct offset of the next label.
We choose the second option of a Pointer field since it
is easier to implement and more important, preserves
the path of the packet. A Pointer field recording the
offset to the current interface label is therefore a sec-
ond field in the Path Header. While the Pointer field
in the Path Header identifies the start of the interface
label of interest at each intermediate switch, the switch
needs to extract the label without knowing the length
of the label. Given that the labels are prefix-free, one
solution is to do a bit-by-bit traversal of the current in-
terface label to identify it. A faster solution which we
implement is to exploit the prefix-free property of the
interface labels to use controlled prefix expansion [18]
within the switch to expand all variable-sized interface
labels in the Interface Label Table to k bits, where k is
the longest interface label of the switch, and do a single
k bit lookup into the packet header location pointed by
the Pointer field to extract the correct interface.

The Path Label and the Pointer field are enough to
send a packet from a given ingress switch to a given
egress switch, but do not provide sufficient information
to recover the original source and destination address
since it is possible that multiple senders and receivers
could use the same path. We therefore need an addi-
tional field in the Path Header called the Session field
which carries a unique identifier that is used to recover
the original addresses at the egress switch. Note that
the Session field need not be globally or even locally
unique, only unique for different flows sharing the same
given path. Since the egress switch uses a NATing rule
to transform a Path Switched packet to a regular packet,
the Session field helps create unique NATing rules for
different flows along the same path. Also note that the
Session field allows us to create a path from one vir-
tualized endpoint to another, eliminating the need for
a separate virtualized header as long as the virtualized
endpoints are connected to the first hop switches.

The final component of the Path Header is the Path



Figure 4: Path Header Format

Switching Prefix which is used to distinguish a Path
Switched packet from other types of packets in a net-
work, thereby allowing coexistence across different for-
warding technologies and allowing a network to transi-
tion gradually to Path Switching. The standard Ether-
net EUI-48 address structure is as shown in Figure 3,
with the the second bit indicating whether the address is
from the official IEEE space or a private address space.
Unicast Path Switching packets use the binary prefix
011 for Path Headers, allowing for coexistence not only
with public Ethernet addresses, but also private Ether-
net addresses.

The complete Path Header is as shown in Figure 4.
As can be seen the prefix field is replicated in both the
source and the destination address fields, to ensure com-
patibility with switches that expect to see the standard
EUI-48 address format for both address fields. With
a 3 bit Prefix in each address field, we will need a 7
bit Pointer field to adequately encode the offset of the
current interface label in the Path Label field, leaving
83 bits for the Path Label and the Session fields. For
efficiency, there is no fixed boundary between these two
fields. For smaller networks, a short Path Header that
spans only a single Ethernet address field is possible. In
this case while the Prefix field remains unchanged, the
Pointer field reduces to 6 bits, leaving 39 bits for the
Path Label and the Session fields.

Size of a Path Switched Network
The only data plane constraint on scaling a Path Switched
network is the longest path that can be encoded inside
a Path Header. Assuming that the longest path has less
than 8 flows and assuming 16 port switches with 4 bit
fixed size labels, with 83 bits available for the Path La-
bel and Session fields, we get a hop count of 20 for the
longest path which is larger than any operation network
today. Alternately, we can limit the hop count and con-
sider the maximum switch size supported. For example,
a 3 stage Fat Tree Data Center Network has a maximum
hop count of 6 hops. Assuming the network is built out
of k-port switches, it can support non-blocking commu-
nications between k3/4 hosts [12]. Assuming a thousand
flows sharing the same path, we obtain 12 bits for the
label size of each switch, or 4096 ports/switch, with the
Data Center supporting 16 billion hosts. Thus it can
be seen that while the fixed size Path Header imposes
a theoretical constraint on the largest network that can
support Path Switching, it is not a practical constraint

with any existing or projected network.

3. PATH SWITCHING IN OVS
The reference Path Switching architecture described

in the previous sections has been implemented in the
Linux kernel in OVS. Our implementation is based on
the OVS 2.3/2.4 releases and the Ubuntu 14 version of
Linux. Not only does Path Switching not involve any
change in packet formats, but a key aspect of our im-
plementation is that the extension of OVS to support
Path Switching is done in a way transparent to exist-
ing functionality and without any change whatsoever to
existing OVS control and management interfaces. The
same design pattern has been used to implement mid-
dlebox components inside OVS, so that network services
such as load balancers or virus scanners can be imple-
mented inside OVS without the need to invoke external
middleboxes.

OVS is extended by means of modules implement-
ing tunnel protocols such as GRE and VXLAN. Path
Switching is implemented as a new type of tunnel, the
ps tunnel module. The prefix field present in each Path
Switched packet makes it possible to distinguish non-
Path Switched packets from Path Switched packets.

We insert a rule in each Path Switch enhanced OVS
to direct packets with the Path Switching prefix to the
ps tunnel module. The rule insertion is done using the
standard OpenFlow protocol. The ps module is con-
figured to forward these packets. Packets without the
Path Switching prefix are not visible to the ps module
and are handled by OVS using either traditional Ether-
net forwarding or SDN based forwarding rules. Tunnel
modules in OVS are configured using a configuration
string that is passed via the OVSDB configuration pro-
tocol. We encode the Interface Label Table as a string
and pass it as the configuration string for the ps module
in that switch.

A high level simplified view of the ps module im-
plementation in OVS is shown in Figure 5, showing
the numbered sequence of actions within OVS for han-
dling Path Switched packets. The key components of
OVS are a Flow Table which maps incoming packets to
outgoing interfaces and a dispatcher which invokes the
send routine of the selected interface. The figure also
highlights the new components in OVS, namely the ps
module and its associated Interface Label Table. We
assume the scenario of Figure 2 with endpoint A send-
ing a packet to endpoint B and focus on the packet
handling in switch C1. Since we install a flow rule di-
recting all packets with the Path Switching prefix to the
ps module, the OVS dispatcher will call the ps module
with this packet. The module decodes the Path Header
in this packet, performs a lookup in the Interface Label
Table for the outgoing interface and recursively calls the
OVS dispatcher with the new interface after updating
the Pointer in the Path Header. The OVS dispatcher
calls the specified interface driver which is responsible



Figure 5: Path Switching implementation in
OVS

Figure 6: Middlebox implementation in OVS

for transmitting the packet to the next hop.

Fast Reroute
Reliability is important in a Path Switched network
since when a switch or a link goes down, the path en-
coded in a Path Header is no longer valid and all packets
using this path will be dropped till the SDN controller
programs the first hop switches with an alternate path.
For faster recovery Path Switching supports the fast
reroute feature found in mission critical networks. At
a switch, for each incoming packet with an interface la-
bel pointing to a link that is down, our Path Switching
implementation replaces that interface label in the Path
Label with a ReRoute Label, which is a set of new labels
representing the bypass path, and sends the packet out
on the interface corresponding to the head label of the
ReRoute Label. The information mapping each inter-
face to a fast ReRoute Label is downloaded to the ps
module as part of its configuration in addition to the
Interface Label Table. Unlike regular Path Switching
which only involves Path Label lookup at a switch, Fast
Reroute requires Path Label rewriting as well, which is
supported by our implementation.

Internal Middleboxes
Our implementation supports in-kernel, integrated mid-
dleboxes in OVS in order to minimize packet latency
and improve performance of service chains. We provide
a framework for middlebox modules to coexist with the
ps module so that both can be developed and managed
separately. The operation of the middlebox is as shown
in Figure 6 which uses the same scenario as Figure 5,
but adds the middlebox module mid to OVS. The key
difference in this case is that the ps module needs to in-
voke the OVS dispatcher twice. The first call is to send

the packet to the middlebox mid module identified by
the current interface label. However, since the middle-
box does not transmit the packet (it only manipulates
the header and payload), the ps module needs to make
a second call to the OVS dispatcher to send the packet
out to the physical interface representing the next in-
terface label in the packet. Note that the ps module
needs to be aware of the nature of each OVS interface
via configuration, so that it only makes a single dis-
patch call for regular interfaces while making a second
call for middlebox interfaces. While the middlebox does
not see the original L2 addresses in the packet, that is
not an issue since most middleboxes work on L3 and
upper layer protocols and payloads. In any case, there
is always a unique mapping between the Path Header
at a switch and the original L2 header, which makes the
recovery of the original header straightforward.

4. MANAGING PER-FLOW STATE
A side effect of providing a granular routing fabric is

the increased load on the SDN controller for computing
granular per-flow paths as well as the increased per-flow
state in each first hop edge switch. While controller
state is intrinsically easier to manage than distributed
data plane state, we outline techniques that can be used
to cut down the computation and storage of per-flow
state.

We first note that path computations are always done
from the ingress switch to the egress switch, rather than
from the source endpoint to the terminating endpoint.
The endpoints are added in the Session field of the Path
Header as described in Section 2.2. Second, service
chained paths may be computed on a per-flow basis, but
in real networks, they persist on a per-customer basis.
For example, a virus scanning, data logging and trans-
parent web proxy service chain for web traffic from a
given customer might have to be computed from scratch
for the first web session initiated by the customer, but
will then persist across future web sessions as well. Fur-
thermore, default, non service chained flows between an
ingress switch and an egress switch can share the same
switch-to-switch path.

To cut down on the per-flow state in first hop switches
for smaller paths, we only need place the Path Header in
either the source or the destination address field leaving
the other field unchanged as noted in Section 2.2. As a
result, if multiple clients behind the same ingress switch
communicate with a server behind an egress switch, all
the client-to-server flows can share the same path en-
coded in the Path Header in the destination address
while being demultiplexed at the egress switch by the
unique per-client source address. The process is re-
versed for server-to-client flows which encode a common
Path Header in the source address field, while contain-
ing each client’s address in the destination address field.
This allows all the flows sharing the same path to be ag-
gregated into a common flow table entry.



5. RELATED WORK AND
CONCLUSIONS

We have described a packet forwarding technique called
Path Switching, which scalably provides per-flow paths
at any level of flow granularity and at any packet for-
warding layer. Path Switching works without the ad-
dition of any new protocols or packet size modifica-
tions by reusing the existing packet address fields to
efficiently encode the path of the packet. Path Switch-
ing can be deployed incrementally by using tunnels to
interconnect Path Switched sites and assigning labels
to these tunnels. The unique Path Switching prefix en-
sures that Path Switched traffic can also coexist with
conventional traffic in the same network without tun-
neling. Unlike Path Switching, both traditional source
routing or newer loose source routing based approaches
such as Segment Routing rely on adding tags or cus-
tomized MPLS label stacks to packets to implement ser-
vice and policy chaining [21, 19, 16]. These approaches
do not natively support network virtualization and they
need each middlebox to be able to look beyond the tag
header and the virtualization header to examine the ac-
tual packet. Each first hop switch also needs to un-
derstand the insertion and deletion of these headers.
Pre-SDN proposals like Path Splicing [11] or Pathlet
routing [13] require end systems to compose end-to-end
paths out of a set of mini paths available in a network.
These edge intelligence based approaches are not nec-
essary for SDN based service chaining. Numerous pa-
pers have simulated the advantages of source routing for
efficient traffic management [8, 17, 14]. Path Switch-
ing is an actual, implemented packet forwarding mech-
anism that retains all the benefits of scalable, central-
ized, efficient traffic management that source routing
offers without its overheads.

Ethernet based path encoding approaches seek to min-
imize the forwarding tables in Ethernet switches by re-
placing unstructured addresses with aggregatable struc-
tured labels [6], or require a Shadow MAC based for-
warding entry for each path through a switch [9]. In
comparison, Path Switching entirely eliminates any per-
flow or per-path forwarding state in intermediate switches.
Unlike Strict Link Source Routing [3], Path Switch-
ing supports interface labels of variable length within
and across switches, besides virtualization and coexis-
tence with existing packet switching technologies. Path
Switching is synergistic with SDN and its proposed evo-
lution [10] to combine a programmable edge with a label
switched core, since it provides a scalable mechanism for
per-flow routing in SDN while leveraging the SDN con-
troller’s view of the global network to create and assign
interface labels to switches.
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